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Glossary of terms and abbreviations
Term
Archaeological
potential
Aboriginal
archaeological
site
Artefact
Assemblage
Background
Scatter
Exposure

Flake

Flat
Floodplain
Fluvial
Ground Surface
Visibility (GSV)
In Situ
Lower slope
Midden

Oven Mound

PACHI
Pleistocene

Potential
Archaeological
Deposit
Quartz

Roads
and
Maritime
Stone artefact

Meaning
The likelihood of undetected surface and/or subsurface archaeological materials
existing at a location.
The present spatial extent of visible Aboriginal archaeological material(s) at a
given location.
Any object which has been physically modified by humans.
A collection of artefacts.
Artefact/s located in low density numbers in areas that are not associated with
past focus or activity. This includes isolated artefacts and low density artefact
scatters, often interpreted as having been discarded during travel.
An area of land surface where the ground surface is visible, usually as the result
of thinner vegetation cover, erosive forces or human-caused disturbance. In
archaeological surveys, the percentage of ground surface that is visible is
recorded. These percentages of exposure are then used to calculate effective
coverage.
A sharp-edged sliver of stone that has been detached from a core. Flakes have a
number of distinctive features or attributes that allow them to be distinguished
from other lithic materials. These include a bulb of percussion, a striking platform,
a dorsal surface, a ventral surface, a bulbar scar (also known as an eraillure
scar), bulbar fissures, lateral fissures or hackles and compression waves.
“Planar landform element that is neither a crest nor a depression and is level or
very gently inclined” (Speight, 2009:22).
A large flat area, adjacent to a watercourse, characterised by frequent active
erosion and aggradation by channelled and overbank stream flow.
Pertaining to rivers and streams. Deposits by flowing water.
A term used to describe the area of the ground’s surface that is visible during
archaeological field surveys.
In the natural or original position. Applied to a rock, soil, or fossil when occurring
in the situation in which it was originally formed or deposited.
“Slope element not adjacent below a crest or flat but adjacent above a flat or
depression” (Speight, 2009:21).
Middens are concentrations of shell deposited over varying periods of time by
Aboriginal people. These deposits represent the utilisation of local food
resources.
Oven mounds are circular shaped mounds of earth that were utilised by
Aboriginal people to cook food in. typically they will contain baked clay and
charcoal.
The Roads and Maritime Services Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
consultation and Investigation (PACHI)
The geological period equivalent to the last ice age and preceding the Holocene
from about 2 million years to 10,000 years ago. The Late Pleistocene generally
refers to the period of time from 40,000 – 10,000 years ago.
PAD is the hypothesised presence of archaeological deposit where there is
uncertainty due to a lack of visibly eroding artefacts, lack of test excavation either
locally or in analogous landforms in the region.
Quartz is one of the most common minerals on earth. A member of the silica
family of minerals, quartz can occur in a variety of forms including free-standing
crystals, as veins of milky quartz cutting through other rocks, and as tiny
irregularly shapes grains that are components of many rocks.
Roads and Maritime Services
Any piece of rock modified by human behaviour.
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Executive summary
NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) in partnership with VicRoads has
commenced investigations into the replacement of the existing bridge over the Murray River at
Tooleybuc on the NSW / Victorian border in south-western NSW (the proposal).
The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is a single lane lifting span Allan truss timber bridge, which opened in
1924. It is located on the Mallee Highway, which currently travels through Tooleybuc, linking
Balranald in south-western NSW to the Murray Valley and Mallee Highways in north-western Victoria.
The Mallee Highway is a strategic road freight route in NSW and Victoria and has also been identified
as an alternate road freight route between Sydney and Adelaide.
Given the importance of the route as a road freight corridor, the proposal will be delivered as part of
the NSW Government’s ‘Bridges for the Bush’ funding program. Replacement of the existing
Tooleybuc Bridge will meet the main objectives of the ‘Bridges for the Bush’ program by reducing
maintenance requirements and ongoing costs associated with timber truss bridges. Upgrading the
bridge infrastructure will also allow it to service higher productivity road freight vehicles with higher
mass limits.
This report identifies the potential Aboriginal heritage-related constraints associated with the proposal.
The constraints report focuses on a study area which encompasses three proposal corridor options
that were displayed to the local community through a public information session held in April 2013.
For the purposes of legislative and internal policy requirements, an Aboriginal cultural heritage
constraints report has been prepared for Roads and Maritime in accordance with Stage Two of Roads
and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation and investigation, abbreviated as
the PACHCI process (Roads and Maritime, 2011:19). The Aboriginal cultural heritage constraints
report has also been used to identify whether the proposal would require a Cultural Heritage
Management Plan (CHMP). The purpose of this assessment is to “test the preliminary findings made
in stage 1 that a proposal may harm Aboriginal cultural heritage” through additional desktop research
and a limited site inspection (Roads and Maritime, 2011:26). To identify the Aboriginal heritage
constraints within the study area, a desktop review and preliminary site assessment were undertaken.
The desktop review included searches of both the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management
System (AHIMS) database administered by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) and
the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Register and Information System (ACHRIS) database administered
by Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (AAV). No previously registered sites of Aboriginal cultural heritage
significance were identified within the three proposal corridors.
Two site inspections were undertaken within the study area; one on the 29 August 2013 and the
second on 23 January 2014. The first site inspection was attended by two AECOM archaeologists,
the Roads and Maritime Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Advisor and two representatives from the NSW
Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council (WWLALC). The second site inspection was attended
by an AECOM archaeologist and two representatives of the Victorian Wadi Wadi Aboriginal
Corporation (WWAC).
The site inspections included a targeted vehicle and pedestrian inspection of the study area along
Tooleybuc Road and the western bank of the Murray River on the Victorian side of the study area and
along the Kyalite-Tooleybuc Road/Mallee Highway, Tooleybuc Street, Murray Street, Lea Street,
Tooleybuc Street, Wakool Street, Wood Street and along the eastern bank of the Murray River within
the NSW section of the study area. The site inspections focused on areas identified in the desktop
review as having Aboriginal archaeological potential. Previously recorded sites in close proximity to
the study area were also ground-truthed during this inspection.
During the two site inspections, two previously unidentified sites of potential Aboriginal cultural
heritage significance were identified within the three proposal corridor options on the Victorian side of
the Murray River. These sites included a scarred tree on the western bank of the Murray River and a
potential mound site north of Tooleybuc Road.
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Fifteen other sites of known or previously unidentified Aboriginal cultural heritage significance were
identified during the site inspection. These known and potential sites were located within the study
area but outside of the three proposal corridor options, all on the NSW side of the Murray River.
These sites consisted of middens, modified trees and oven mounds and were located along the
Murray River and the edge of Lake Coomaroop. A lunette feature and associated sand bank was also
identified within the NSW side of the study area. The lunette feature was identified as a landform that
would have historically been utilised as a resource area by Aboriginal people.
Based on the desktop review and site inspections, three areas of high archaeological sensitivity were
identified within the study area:
•

The banks of the Murray River and associated channels out to a distance of 200 metres either
side of the River;

•

A lunette feature east of the Murray River in Tooleybuc; and

•

The banks of Lake Coomaroop.

It is recommended that sites identified as being of known and potential Aboriginal archaeological
significance should be avoided as much as possible. This should be considered throughout the
identification of the preferred proposal corridor, concept design development and environmental
assessment phases of the proposal. Where impacts to items of Aboriginal cultural heritage
significance and / or areas of potential archaeological sensitivity cannot be avoided, a program of
subsurface testing should be undertaken to determine either the presence or absence of Aboriginal
archaeological materials and the nature and extent of such deposits.
It is recommended that once the preferred proposal corridor has been identified, the full extent of the
preferred proposal corridor should be subject to a Stage 3 Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment in
accordance with the Roads and Maritime PACHCI. A Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP)
under the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 should also be prepared.
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1

Introduction

NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) in partnership with VicRoads has
commenced investigations into the replacement of the existing bridge over the Murray River at
Tooleybuc on the NSW/Victorian border in south-western NSW (the proposal).
The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is a single lane lifting span Allan truss timber bridge, which opened in
1924. It is located on the Mallee Highway, and currently travels through Tooleybuc, linking Balranald
in south-western NSW to the Murray Valley and Mallee Highways in north-western Victoria. The
Mallee Highway is a strategic road freight route in NSW and Victoria and has also been identified as
an alternate road freight route between Sydney and Adelaide.
Given the importance of the route as a road freight corridor, the proposal will be delivered as part of
the NSW Government’s ‘Bridges for the Bush’ funding program. Replacement of the existing
Tooleybuc Bridge will meet the main objectives of the ‘Bridges for the Bush’ program by reducing
maintenance requirements and ongoing costs associated with timber truss bridges. The existing
Tooleybuc Bridge is currently unable to accommodate High Mass Limit (HML) vehicles. A new bridge
at Tooleybuc would cater for HML vehicles, allowing them to travel along the strategic Mallee
Highway freight corridor between Balranald and the Murray Valley, increasing the productivity of road
freight transport.
This report identifies the potential Aboriginal heritage-related constraints associated with the bridge
replacement within the study area; which encompasses three proposal corridor options. These
options were displayed to the local community through a public information session held in April 2013.
For the purposes of legislative and internal policy requirements, this report meets the requirements of
a Stage 2 Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment in accordance with Roads and Maritime Services
procedure for Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation and investigation, abbreviated as the PACHCI
process (Roads and Maritime, 2011:19) (refer to Figure 1-1). This report has also been used to
identify whether the proposal meets the requirements for Step A of the VicRoads Cultural Heritage
Process to determine whether a Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) is required for the
proposed activity in accordance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (VicRoads, 2007:19) (refer to
Figure 1-2). The purpose of this assessment is to “test the preliminary findings made in stage 1 that a
project may harm Aboriginal cultural heritage” through additional desktop research and a limited site
inspection (Roads and Maritime, 2011:26).
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Figure 1-1

NSW Roads and Maritime PACHCI process (Roads and Maritime, 2011)
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Figure 1-2
The VicRoads Cultural Heritage Guidelines Step A: CHMP Determination Process
(VicRoads, 2007)
(blank page)
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1.1

Study area

Three broad proposal corridors have been identified within the study area; the central, upstream and
downstream corridors. The combination of these three proposal corridor options and the surrounds
forms the study area for this assessment (see Figure 1-3). On the Victorian side of the Murray River,
the study area comprises a 1.5 kilometre square corridor, centred on the existing Tooleybuc Bridge
and Mallee Highway, extending south-west to the Murray Valley Highway. On the NSW side of the
Murray River, the width of the study area gradually narrows from 1.5 kilometres to about 320 metres.
The eastern half of the study area extends about two kilometres north-east of the existing bridge and
the Tooleybuc Township, terminating immediately adjacent to the Tooleybuc cemetery.

1.2

Proposal corridors

The preferred proposal corridor option and exact area of disturbance have not yet been defined.
Currently three possible proposal corridors are being considered. These were displayed to the local
community for feedback in April 2013 (refer to Figure 1-4). The proposal would include the
replacement of the existing bridge across the Murray River at Tooleybuc as well as associated road
infrastructure works either side of the Murray River. The three proposal corridor options are each
described below.

1.2.1

Central corridor

The central proposal corridor is about 2.3 kilometres in length and about 170 metres wide. On the
Victorian side, the central proposal corridor generally follows the existing Mallee Highway road
reserve for about 300 metres, where it then crosses the Murray River at about the same location as
the existing Tooleybuc Bridge (refer to Figure 1-4). The central proposal corridor then extends north
for about 320 metres along Murray Street from the existing Tooleybuc Bridge to the intersection of
Murray Street with Lea Street (Mallee Highway). The central proposal corridor then follows the
existing Lea Street / Mallee Highway alignment for about 360 metres, finishing south-west of the
Tooleybuc Cemetery (refer to Figure 1-4).

1.2.2

Upstream corridor

The upstream proposal corridor is about 300 metres wide and 2.4 kilometres in length, situated south
of the existing Tooleybuc Bridge. The upstream proposal corridor extends for about 400 metres west
of the Murray River on the Victorian side of the study area. On the Victorian side, the upstream
proposal corridor follows the existing Mallee Highway for about 250 metres at its westernmost extent.
As the upstream corridor approaches the Murray River, it deviates south of the Mallee Highway road
reserve and crosses the Murray River about 150 metres south of the existing Tooleybuc Bridge (refer
to Figure 1-4). The alignment of the upstream proposal corridor then generally heads east, following
Grant Street to its intersection with Wood Street. At this point the upstream corridor heads north-east,
intersecting agricultural land where it then joins the Mallee Highway and finishes about 480 metres
south-west of Tooleybuc Cemetery (refer to Figure 1-4).

1.2.3

Downstream corridor

The downstream proposal corridor is about 2.2 kilometres long and 150 metres wide, located north of
the existing Tooleybuc Bridge. The downstream proposal corridor crosses the Murray River about 250
metres downstream of the existing Tooleybuc Bridge (refer to Figure 1-4). On the Victorian side, the
downstream proposal corridor deviates from the existing Mallee Highway, and travels north-east
through vegetated Crown land and privately owned land. On the NSW side of the Murray River a new
alignment of the Mallee Highway would be required. This section of the downstream corridor would be
about 230 metres in length and would pass through parkland managed by Wakool Shire Council and
a section of the Tooleybuc Tourist Park before re-joining the existing Mallee Highway road reserve
from its intersection with Murray Street. The downstream corridor option would then follow the existing
Mallee Highway road reserve for about 1.8 kilometres.
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Figure 1-3

The study area
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Figure 1-4

Proposal corridors
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1.3

Structure of this report

This Aboriginal cultural heritage constraints report has the following structure:
•

Chapter one introduces the proposal.

•

Chapter two outlines the legislation and statutory controls relevant to the proposal.

•

Chapter three details the methodology for the Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment that was
undertaken.

•

Chapter four provides a summary and analysis of background information.

•

Chapter five details the results of the assessment.

•

Chapter six provide a summary of the Aboriginal-heritage related constraints identified.

•

Chapter seven discusses the key findings and recommendations of the Aboriginal cultural
heritage assessment.

•

Chapter eight provides the references used to assist in the preparation of this report.
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2

Legislative considerations

A number of planning and legislative documents govern how heritage is managed in NSW and
Victoria. The following section provides an overview of the requirements under each as they apply to
the proposal.

2.1

NSW legislation

2.1.1

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) and the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Regulation 2000 (EP&A Regulation) provide the framework for environmental
planning in NSW and include provisions to ensure that proposals that have the potential to impact
upon the environment are subject to detailed assessment and provide opportunity for public
involvement. In NSW, environmental impacts are interpreted as including impacts to cultural heritage.

2.1.2

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974

The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act), administered by the Office of Environment and
Heritage (OEH), is the primary legislation for the protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW.
The NPW Act gives the Director General of OEH responsibility for the proper care, preservation and
protection of ‘Aboriginal objects’ and ‘Aboriginal places’, defined under the Act as follows:
•

An Aboriginal object is any deposit, object or material evidence (that is not a handicraft made
for sale) relating to Aboriginal habitation in NSW, before or during the occupation of that area
by persons of non-Aboriginal extraction (and includes Aboriginal remains).

•

An Aboriginal place is a place declared so by the Minister administering the NPW Act because
the place is or was of special significance to Aboriginal culture. It may or may not contain
Aboriginal objects.

Part 6 of the NPW Act provides specific protection for Aboriginal objects and places by making it an
offence to harm them. Under Part 6 of the NPW Act, an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP)
should be obtained if impacts to Aboriginal objects and/or places are anticipated. AHIPs are issued
under Section 90 of the NPW Act. Consultation with Aboriginal communities is required under OEH
policy when an application for an AHIP is considered and is an integral part of the process. AHIPs
may be issued in relation to a specified Aboriginal object, Aboriginal place, land, activity or person or
specified types or classes of Aboriginal objects, Aboriginal places, land, activities or persons.
Section 89A of the NPW Act requires notification of the location of identified Aboriginal objects within
a reasonable time, with penalties for non-notification, including daily penalties. Section 89A is binding
in all instances. It should be noted that the NPW Act includes a strict liability offence whereby a
person may be prosecuted for harming an Aboriginal object even when the person was not aware that
the object was an Aboriginal object and when the Aboriginal object may have been harmed
unknowingly.

2.1.3

Wakool Local Environmental Plan 1992

The Wakool Local Environment Plan (LEP) 1992 covers heritage items within the locality of
Tooleybuc. Clause 26(1) of the Wakool LEP states that
‘A person shall not, in respect of a building, work, relic, tree or place that is a heritage item:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

demolish or alter the building or work,
damage or move the relic,
excavate for the purpose of exposing or removing the relic
damage or despoil the place or tree,
erect a building on or subdivide land on which the building, work or relic is situated or that
comprises the place, or
(f) damage any tree on land on which the building, work or relic is situated or on the land which
comprises the place, except with the consent of the Council’.
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Clause 26(2) of the Wakool LEP states that
‘The Council shall not grant consent to a development application required by subclause (1) unless it
has taken into consideration the extent to which the carrying out of the proposed development would
affect the heritage significance of the item and any stylistic or horticultural features of its setting’.

2.2

Victorian legislation

2.2.1

Planning and Environment Act 1987

The Planning and Environment Act 1987 (P&E Act) establishes a framework for planning the use,
development and protection of all land in Victoria in the present and long-term interest of all Victoria.
The P&E Act sets out procedures for preparing and amending the Victoria Planning Provisions and
planning schemes, obtaining permits under schemes, settling disputes, enforcing compliance with
planning schemes and other administrative procedures.
Assuming that an Environmental Effects Statement (EES) is not required for the proposal,
assessment could take place under the P&E Act as amendments to the Swan Hill Planning Scheme
through the application of a public acquisition overlay. For the purposes of the P&E Act, the relevant
council, in this case Swan Hill Rural City Council or VicRoads will be the planning authority for the
proposal.

2.2.2

Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006

The Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (the Act) requires that Cultural Heritage Management Plans
(CHMPs) are to be carried out if required by the associated Regulations or the Minister, or if the
activity (i.e. the proposed impacts or development) requires an EES under the Environment Effects
Act 1978 (sections 46-49). A CHMP may also be prepared voluntarily by any person.
Regulation 6 provides that a CHMP is required for an activity if:
•

All or part of the activity are for the activity is an area of cultural heritage sensitivity; and

•

All or part of the activity is a high impact activity.

The area must also have not been subject to significant ground disturbance. Areas of cultural heritage
sensitivity are set out under Divisions 3 and 4 of the Regulations and high impact activities are set out
under Division 5 of the Regulations. In addition, Division 2 of the Regulations sets out activities that
are exempt from preparing a CHMP.
As part of this process, due diligences should be conducted to determine whether a mandatory CHMP
is required under the Act.
A Notice of Intent to Prepare a Cultural Heritage Management Plan was submitted by VicRoads on 5
December 2013. This notification has been allocated CHMP Plan ID #12905.

2.2.3

Swan Hill Planning Scheme

Swan Hill Rural City Council protects a number of heritage listed properties under the Swan Hill
Planning Scheme. Protected properties are listed in a series of data-sheets available online through
the Swan Hill Rural City Council website. It is recommended by Council that prior to any proposed
works commencing the Town Planning Department be contacted in order to determine whether the
proposed works impact on any heritage listings. Under Victoria’s planning scheme number 43.01-6
Aboriginal heritage places are “also subject to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006”
(Allom Lovell & Associates, 2001).
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3

Methodology

As stated in Section 1, for the purpose of legislative and internal policy requirements, this report
meets the requirements of a Stage 2 Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment in accordance with
Roads and Maritime PACHCI process (refer to Figure 1-1). this report has also been used to identify
whether the proposal meets the requirements for Step A of the VicRoads Cultural Heritage Process to
determine whether a Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) is required for the proposed activity
in accordance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (refer to Figure 1-2)
The analysis of Aboriginal heritage constraints for this proposal included:
•

A desktop review of the study area to identify previously recorded sites of Aboriginal heritage
significance and any areas with the potential for archaeological sensitivity.

•

Consultation with the NSW Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council (WWLALC), as
facilitated by a Roads and Maritime’s Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Advisor.

•

Consultation with the Victorian Wadi Wadi Aboriginal Corporation (WWAC) as advised by
Native Title Services Victoria.

•

Generation of predictive mapping that collates information gathered through the desktop review
and the consultation feedback. The mapping generated was used to focus the site inspections
to areas of potential Aboriginal archaeological and cultural sensitivity.

•

A site inspection of the NSW component of the proposal by two AECOM archaeologists, a
Roads and Maritime Aboriginal cultural heritage advisor and three WWLALC representatives.

•

A site inspection of the Victorian component of the proposal by one AECOM archaeologist, and
two WWAC representatives.

The aim of the two site inspections was to ground-truth items of Aboriginal cultural heritage identified
during the desktop review, and to identify Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values within
the study area. Throughout the site inspections, notes were taken detailing landform, ground surface
visibility and areas of exposure. Photographic records were also taken and all data was recorded on a
hand-held GPS. The site inspections involved:
•

A combined vehicle and pedestrian inspection along Tooleybuc Road in the Victorian Section of
the study area and along the Kyalite-Tooleybuc Road/Mallee Highway, Tooleybuc Street,
Murray Street, Lea Street, Tooleybuc Street, Wakool Street and Wood Street in the NSW
section of the study area (refer to Figure 3-1).

•

A targeted pedestrian inspection of areas identified in the desktop assessment as having
archaeological potential. Site inspection attendees were evenly spaced parallel to each other
while walking the transects. All areas of ground exposure were examined for the surface
expression of artefacts and all mature vegetation was examined for signs of cultural
modification.

•

Ground-truthing of previously registered Aboriginal sites in close proximity to the study area.

•

Identification and mapping of areas of Aboriginal archaeological potential as well as previously
recorded sites.
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3.1

Aboriginal community consultation

All consultation for NSW was undertaken by Roads and Maritime Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Advisor
Andrew Whitton. The NSW Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council. (WWLALC) was consulted
with and participated in the assessment. WWLALC provided a report assessing the cultural heritage
values of the NSW side of the study area following the one day targeted inspection. This report is
included in Appendix A.
Consultation for Victoria was undertaken with the Victorian Wadi Wadi Aboriginal Corporation
(WWAC) as the nominated representative as there is no formal RAP for this area. At the time of
writing, the Wadi Wadi representatives were in the process of preparing a report assessing the
cultural heritage values of the Victorian side of the study area following the one day targeted
inspection.
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Figure 3-1

Aboriginal heritage site inspection survey transects
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4

Background information analysis

Environmental factors such as topography, hydrology, geology, soils, flora and fauna would have
been key influences on past Aboriginal occupation and land use, as well as archaeological site
patterning and distribution, site survival over time, and the likelihood of detecting any extant
archaeological sites. Any attempt to predict or interpret the character and distribution of Aboriginal
sites in a given landscape must consider these environmental factors, along with historic and current
land use practices, to enable predictions to be made concerning the likely presence or absence of
sites in a given area and, where appropriate, their archaeological integrity.

4.1

Landform and topography

The Murray River, a major water source for the region, extends far beyond the study area, from the
Australian Alps to Lake Alexandria in South Australia. Within the bounds of the study area, the Murray
River is within the Lindsay Island land system, comprising floodplain areas. To the west of the Murray
River on the Victorian side the Lindsay Island land system connects to the Central Mallee land
system, characterised by dunes, ridges, hummocks and plains. To the east of the Murray River the
Lindsay Island land system connects to riverine plains. An undulating lowland plain stretching
eastward, this portion of the study area contains a lunette feature and Lake Coomaroop (Department
of Environment and Primary Industries, 2008; Rowan & Downes, 1963). A large portion of the
landform has been modified by development, farming and grazing activities, including extensive
vineyard areas and stone fruit orchards located within the area of the lunette feature.
The lunette feature, an elongated oval shaped depression, was likely formed between 20,000 and
16,000 BP, being the last major phase of Aeolian activity. Glaciation during this period led to aridity
during times when less water was available. Winds disturbed the sandy and silty deposits in arid
areas, forming linear dunes and lunettes. These features formed over long periods of time through
multiple aridity events. Typically sediments would stabilise, then be destabilised and shift again during
later arid periods. The end result was elongated depressions holding water during periods of high
water availability (Van Waarden, 1995:4-5).
Lake features formed during periods of high water availability, typically occurring during interglacial
periods, with Lake Coomaroop most likely having formed between 50,000 and 32,000 BP or 13,000
and 7,000 BP, being the last two high water periods (Van Waarden, 1995:4-5). The size of the oval
lake basin is roughly 2.2 kilometres long by 1.4 kilometres wide, but how full the basin was at any
given time varied depending on water availability.

4.2

Hydrology

The study area is rich with natural water sources which would have provided both drinking water and
riverine/lake resource foods for Aboriginal peoples. There are three primary areas of hydrology within
the study area:
•

the Murray River, a major source of permanent water and animal resources such as fish;

•

Lake Coomaroop, located on the eastern periphery of the study area in NSW. The availability of
water in this lake system is reliant on seasonal rains, with the Murray River also discharging
water into the low lying lake at times of flood.

•

Burra Creek, an ephemeral overflow channel of the Murray River located to the north of the
Mallee Highway and east of the Tooleybuc Bridge on the Victoria side of the border. This
channel starts 250 metres north of the Tooleybuc Bridge before meandering north and parallel
with the Murray River before finally connecting again with the Murray River 15 kilometres to the
north of Tooleybuc.
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The Catchment area containing the study area in the NSW section is the Murray Catchment,
containing the Murray River and its associated floodplains, wetlands and anabranches. The Murray
Catchment is an area of rich natural resources, supporting a variety of ecological communities (NSW
Government, 2013). In the Victorian portion the catchment area is the Mallee Catchment, which
broadly speaking covers about 3.9 million hectares, or about one fifth of the entire Victorian state. The
northern extent of the Mallee Catchment area is bounded by the Murray River (Department of
Environment and Primary Industries, 2013).

4.3

Soils

The study area is composed predominantly of sandy plains and dunes, with areas on the margin of
the Murray River also evidencing mixed sands and clays (Coutts, 1977:3). Aeolian clay and sand
deposits occur adjacent both to the Murray River and Coomaroop Lake. These deposits accumulated
during the late Quaternary at times of low rainfall (Ross, 1989:3). Grey soils containing a high clay
content predominate along the Murray River while soil types in the Central Mallee land system on the
Victoria side of the Murray River range from sandy loams to reddish-yellow sands. The Lindsay Island
land system contains heavy clays, sandy loams and sands (Department of Environment and Primary
Industries, 2008).

4.4

Flora and fauna

The area has been predominantly cleared with farming and grazing practices having significantly
altered the previous flora and fauna of the area. The Murray River Basin was previously dominated by
riverine species such as River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) present along with woodland
and heath areas (Coutts, 1977:4). Other vegetation associated with this land system included yellow
box (E. melliodora), grey box (E. macrocarpa), spear grass (Stipa variabilis) and spike rush
(Eleocharis acuta) (Ross, 1989:7). Ethnographic records for the area identified that past Aboriginal
people utilised such animal resources as tortoise, shellfish, crayfish, Murray cod, possum, duck,
swan, emu and kangaroo (Coutts, 1977:7).
Currently the study area has been identified as supporting 104 species of bird, 35 arthropods, three
amphibian species (the common eastern froglet (Crinia signifera), pobblebonk (Limnodynastes
dumerilii dumerilii) and spotted grass frog (L. tasmaniensis) as well as one reptile, the southern blind
snake (Ramphotyphlops australis). Levels of disturbance and development across the area are
evidenced by the fact that only one mammal, Vulpes vulpes, the red fox, is recorded as occurring
within a 10km radius of immediate study area by the Atlas of Living Australia (Australian Government,
2013). Further afield, records exist along the Murray River for the presence of both red and western
grey kangaroo, bandicoots and numerous species of bats. This is addition to the two principal
monotremes species in Australia: the short-beaked echidna and the platypus.

4.5

Ethnographic context

The study area is within the traditional country of the Watiwati (or Wati-Wati) Aboriginal language
group, also known by the names Wathiwathi, Watthiwatthi, Wattewatte, Watty-watty, Wadiwadi, Wottiwotti, Withaija, Wohdi Wohdi, Woani and Woonyi. The name Narinari has also been applied to the
Aboriginal people of this area, but this may refer to a different group that was located within the same
general region. The traditional country of the Watiwati language group was along the Murray River,
between Murrumbidgee Junction and the contemporary town of Swan Hill, to contemporary Piangil
and north to Moolpa. It is possible that two dialects were utilised in the area, referred to as Piangil and
non-Piangil (Clark, 1990:404). The Watiwati area was surrounding by other language groups in the
larger region. These included the Wemba Wemba to the south, the Wergaia to the west, Latje Latje
and Dadi Dadi to the northwest, with Madi Madi and Nari Nari to the northeast (Horton, 1996).
Predicting the nature and distribution of archaeological materials in any given landscape requires a
detailed understanding of past human land use practises. Information regarding the way in which land
and resources were likely used by Aboriginal people in pre-contact landscapes is available to
archaeologists through two primary sources, which are archaeological (i.e. survey and excavation)
data and ethno-historic records, and it is the latter that is of concern here. Europeans began to
document Aboriginal culture from the time of the first explorers, with missionaries, settlers and the like
recording their encounters with, and observations of, Aboriginal people and their material culture in
letters, journals and official reports. Most of these accounts are overtly Eurocentric in tone and
content and the veracity of some is questionable at best. Nonetheless, taken together, they form a
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valuable source of information on Aboriginal life at the time of European contact and can, in
conjunction with the available archaeological data, be used to generate working predictive models of
prehistoric Aboriginal settlement and subsistence patterns.
Records of the explorer Mitchell from 1836 indicated that the Aboriginal people of the area had
already encountered European peoples, with Mitchell noting that he saw blue earthenware pottery in
the possession of local Aboriginal people. Mitchell identified the importance of fish in the diet,
describing Aboriginal people diving for fish in the Murray River and throwing them onto the bank
(Mitchell, 1839:260-270). The locals were often either frightened of Mitchell or aggressive towards
him, a similar stance to that taken against explorer Hawdon who came to the area in 1838. Mitchell
gave an example of the familiarity with firearms expressed by locals when, as he put it: “Burnett, by
my order, shot a crow, in hopes that its sudden death might scare them; but instead of any terror
being exhibited at the report or effect of the gun, the bird had not reached the ground, when the chief
was at the top of his speed to seize it!” (Mitchell, 1839:265). This reaction is interpreted as telling of
conflicts having already occurred, even at this early stage of relations between Aboriginal people and
European settlers (Hawdon, 1852).
Later settler Beveridge, along with Mitchell and Hawdon before him, commented on the rich resources
available to Aboriginal people in the Murray River area. Flora and fauna could be hunted and
collected along the river margins, while the river itself provided such food animals as tortoise,
shellfish, crayfish and Murray cod. The river also attracted other animals which were hunted, such as
emu, kangaroo, and aquatic birds like duck and swan. Waterbags were made from both kangaroo and
possum skin to be utilised in times of drought or for hunting expeditions further inland (Beveridge,
1883). Canoes were made from River Red Gum and fishing undertaken with hook, line and nets.
Spears could be made from reeds and affixed with bone tips. Earthen mounds were utilised in
cooking practices (Coutts, 1977:6-11).

4.6

Archaeological context

4.6.1

NSW Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS)

A search was undertaken of the AHIMS database on 22 July 2013 (AHIMS ID #106734). The search
covered the study area and surrounds, covering a total area of about 4.2 kilometres by 3.1 kilometres.
A total of 33 sites were identified, comprising one burial, three modified trees and 29 earth / oven
mounds. The search results are included in Appendix C.
The AHIMS database records search identified a total of eight registered Aboriginal archaeological
sites located within the bounds of the study area on the NSW side. However, on closer inspection,
this data proved highly inaccurate with some site co-ordinates having them located in Victoria and
others with multiple duplications errors.
In order to deal with these discrepancies, the site relocation directions on the original site cards were
used to relocate these sites and approximately identify their correct position. A summary of this
reassessment along with revised coordinate locations derived from the site relocation directions is
presented below in Table 4-1. It must be noted that only those sites located in close proximity to the
study area were ground-truthed during inspection, and the site locations provided here are
approximate only, based only on the site card descriptions. The sites that are on the border of the
study area and / or potentially extend into it have been shaded green in the table.
This reassessment of the AHIMS data now identifies that no previously recorded sites are located
within the three proposal corridors. Three sites (AHIMS #53-2-0008; 53-2-0012; 53-2-0033) are noted
as occurring within the study area but outside of the proposed corridors (refer to Figure 4-1). It must
be noted that the AHIMS sites database only records centroids for each site and as such, some sites
may extend into the study area.
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Table 4-1

Corrected AHIMS registered sites

Within
or
potential to be
located
within
proposal
corridor

AHIMS #

Site Name

Site Type

53-2-0008

Tooleybuc Tooleybuc 1

Oven Mound



53-2-0009

Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 15

Oven Mound



53-2-0010

Tooleybuc Tooleybuc 8

Oven Mound



53-2-0011

Tooleybuc Tooleybuc 7

Modified Tree



53-2-0012

Tooleybuc

Midden



53-2-0013

Lake Coomaroop

Oven Mound



53-2-0014

Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 14

Oven Mound



53-2-0016

Lake Coomaroop

Modified Tree



53-2-0017

Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 8

Oven Mound



53-2-0018

Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 5

Oven Mound



53-2-0019

Lake Coomaroop

Oven Mound



53-2-0020

Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 4

Oven Mound



53-2-0021

Lake Coomaroop 2

Oven Mound



53-2-0022

Lake Coomaroop 1

Oven Mound



53-2-0023

Lake Coomaroop; Lake Coomaroop 16;

Oven Mound



53-2-0025

Lake Coomaroop.

Oven Mound



53-2-0026

Tooleybuc 9

Oven Mound



53-2-0027

Tooleybuc 5

Oven Mound



53-2-0028

Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 20

Oven Mound



53-2-0029

Lake Coomaroop.

Oven Mound



53-2-0030

Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 25

Oven Mound



53-2-0033

Tooleybuc.

Modified Tree



53-2-0034

Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 13

Oven Mound



53-2-0035

Lake Coomaroop 23

Oven Mound



53-2-0043

Tooleybuc Minnie Bend

Oven Mound



53-2-0044

Murray River Tooleybuc

Oven Mound



53-2-0045

Lake Coomaroop 20

Oven Mound



53-2-0046

Lake Coomaroop 21

Oven Mound



53-2-0047

Lake Coomaroop 13

Oven Mound



53-2-0048

Tooleybuc 4;

Oven Mound



53-2-0049

Lake Coomaroop-

Oven Mound



53-2-0050

Lake Coomaroop:

Oven Mound



53-2-0153
TOOLEYBUC BURIAL NO1
Burial

NOTE: map references and details regarding the exact locations and proximity of the sites to the
study area have been removed from this table to protect site locations
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4.6.2

Victorian Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Register Information System
(ACHRIS)

A search of the ACHRIS database for the Victorian side of the study area was undertaken on 12
August 2013 which identified no registered sites within the study area. The closest identified site was
Piangil Scarred Tree (VAHR #7527-0324), which is more than one kilometre south of the study area.
The next closest sites are located 4.5 kilometres and 16.5 kilometres from the study area. The search
results are included in Appendix D.

4.6.3

Previous archaeological surveys and excavations

Previous archaeological assessments involving survey, test excavation and salvage have been
conducted in the region containing the study area. These assessments have predominantly been
undertaken as part of residential development and subdivision. Previous surveys and assessments
relevant to the study area are summarised in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2

Previous archaeological investigations in the vicinity of the study area

Author

Year

Key findings

P. J. F Coutts

1977

R.
L.
Vanderwal

1978

P.
J.
F.
Coutts,
P.
Henderson &
R. Fullager
A. McConnell

1979

Settlement patterns were assessed across the Western District of Victoria, including the margins of the
Murray River. It was concluded that the Murray River presented a rich riverine environment associated
with abundant food resources.
Radiocarbon dating of earth mounds from the Western District area identified date ranges of 2350+-110
BP and 2370+-150 BP. North-eastern Victoria was assessed as having a rich faunal assemblage and an
assemblage predominantly composed of quartz.
Patterns of Aboriginal settlement were assessed in relation to mounds in north-western Victoria. Mounds
were found to be accumulations of earth and clay from cooking activities. Aquatic resources were
determined to be the most abundant resource for the study area.

1980

Six samples from the Murray River and Western district areas were analysed. Artefact perforations were
determined to be rough and irregular, denoting human formation rather than natural weathering.

P. J. F Coutts

1980

Distribution of sites were assessed on the Nyah floodplain to investigate the type and variety of sites
associated with larger creeks and rivers which drained into the Murray River.

A. Berryman &
P. Hughes

1985

C. Pardoe

1988

An Aboriginal resources planning study for the Wakool Shire Council assessed the previously recorded
sites across the Tooleybuc area. The majority of sites had been recorded during the 1970s by the VAS
Summer School.
Individual Aboriginal burials were found to occur predominantly along the Murray River (with some
exceptions), but multiple cemetery burials only occurred in close proximity to the Murray River, cited as
possibly motivated as a combination of factors such as a territory marker, areas chosen for ease of
digging and for religious/spiritual reasons.
Due to proposed salinity controls at Kerang Lakes a heritage assessment was undertaken, determining
that the Murray Valley area was a rich cultural resource and that management practices had the potential
to disturb heritage.
A model was constructed for Aboriginal settlement patterns based on archaeological and ethnographic
evidence. This was produced in order to inform future research strategies and survey investigations.
Freshwater drainage systems of the Murray River were identified as having large site and functional
diversity and noted as a priority area for further study.

B. Ross

1989

R. Luebbers &
I. Ellender

1991
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Location in relation
to the study area
Regional
study
including the study
area
Approximately
9.2
kilometres south of the
study area
Regional
study
including the study
area
Report cites Murray
River area but does not
specify exact location
Approximately
16.8
kilometres south of the
study area
Within the study area

Regional
including
area

the

study
study

Approximately
95
kilometres southeast of
the study area
Regional
study
including the study
area

Author

Year

Key findings

N.
van
Waarden

1995

G. Hamm

1996

Lake basins and lunettes were identified as areas within the Murray Basin that were subject to
ephemeral flooding. 491 Aboriginal archaeological sites were noted as occurring across the Avoca River
Basin. The Murray River area was cited as characterised by terraces with a network of channels across
plains, characterised by light grey soils. Quartz was cited as a primary raw material utilised across the
larger area.
An archaeological survey of the Kerang Lakes area identified numerous earth mounds associated with
the lake area.

I. McNiven

1996

A survey for a proposed fibre optic cable route was undertaken in the Swan Hill region. One earth mound
with bone fragments and evidence of burning was identified on the survey.

Archaeological
Consulting
Services
R. Gunn

1997

The Tyrrell and Lalbert drainage system to the west of Swan Hill was assessed for Aboriginal
archaeological values. The archaeology of the lunette associated with Lake Tyrrell was found to have
high scientific significance.
An archaeological survey was undertaken of a proposed pipeline in the Nyah area. Eight scarred trees
were identified and dune areas were identified as having the potential for archaeological deposits.

R. Gunn

1997b

An archaeological survey was undertaken of a proposed pipeline between Woorinen and Nyah. No sites
were identified.

R. Gunn

1997c

Two archaeological surveys were undertaken in the Nyah area. One scarred tree was identified and
sandy rises were cited as being Potential Archaeological Deposits (PADs).

V. Edmonds

1998

R. Gunn

1998

An archaeological survey was undertaken of a proposed pipeline in the vicinity of Nyah and Swan Hill.
The Murray River and floodplain were identified as sensitive areas. No sites were identified on the
survey.
An archaeological survey was undertaken of a proposed water main route in the Piangil area. No sites
were identified.

Central West
Archaeological
and Heritage
Services

1998

1997a

An archaeological study was undertaken for the proposed Tooleybuc water supply augmentation. No
new sites were registered within the study area.
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Location in relation
to the study area
Approximately
230
kilometres south of the
study area

Approximately
95
kilometres southeast of
the study area
Approximately
40
kilometres southeast of
the study area
Approximately
52.7
kilometres southwest
of the study area
Approximately
16.8
kilometres south of the
study area
Approximately
16.8
kilometres south of the
study area
Approximately
16.8
kilometres south of the
study area
Approximately
16.8
kilometres south of the
study area
Approximately
3.45
kilometres southwest
of the study area
Within the study area

Author

Year

Key findings

Archaeological
Consulting
Services
J. Cusack

2000

An assessment of the Woorinen irrigation area was undertaken near Swan Hill. No sites were identified
during the survey.

2000

N. Clark

2000

An Aboriginal heritage assessment was undertaken of the Nyah State forest. A number of new sites and
sensitive landforms were identified. Logging throughout the area was cited as the primary cause of
disturbance to evidence of past cultural activity. The site types identified included middens, earth
mounds and scarred trees.
Archaeological survey was undertaken in the Woorinen area. No sites were identified.

M. Cupper

2006

A proposed pumping station area near Wood Wood on the Murray River was surveyed. No sites were
identified during survey.

Archaeological
Consulting
Services
Ecological
Associates Pty
Ltd

2006

J. Hope

2008

A survey was undertaken for the replacement of water meters along the Murray River. Previously
registered sites were mapped so that they could be avoided during the proposed works. Shell material
was noted at two of the proposed locations, although it was fragmented and highly disturbed.
A study was undertaken of the water management options for the Murray River between Nyah and
Robinvale. Assessment of past surveys and excavation results across the wider region identified that
burials were located in soft sediments; artefact scatters and hearths generally occurred on lunettes,
ridges, dunes and beside water sources and earth mounds containing shell, bone, stone and charcoal
commonly occurred on low rises close to the Murray River.
A Cultural Heritage Management Plan for the Piangil Pipeline, located along Murray River identified that
the area of the proposed pipeline trench had been surveyed and assessed. It was found that there was
no Aboriginal cultural heritage in that location.

2007
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Location in relation
to the study area
Approximately
52.7
kilometres southwest
of the study area
Approximately
16.8
kilometres south of the
study area
Approximately
31.2
kilometres southeast of
the study area
Approximately
9
kilometres south of the
study area
Regional
study
including the study
area
Approximately
16.8
kilometres south of the
study area

Approximately
2.45
kilometres southwest
of the study area

4.7

Areas of potential Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity

Based on the desktop assessment and site inspections, three areas of high archaeological sensitivity
were identified:
•

The banks of the Murray River and associated channels out to a distance of 200 metres either
side of the River, NSW and Victoria.

•

A lunette feature east of the Murray River in Tooleybuc, NSW.

•

The banks of Lake Coomaroop, NSW.

4.7.1

Murray River and Channels, NSW and Victoria

The Murray River has been identified as a culturally sensitive area, with the potential to contain
Aboriginal archaeological deposits. Background research identified it as an important resource for
past Aboriginal people living in the area.
One previously recorded scarred tree, Tooleybuc (AHIMS #53-2-0033), was identified adjacent to the
Murray River on the NSW side. Previously recorded sites across the larger region identify that areas
bordering water resources have a high potential to contain archaeological sites. The eastern bank of
the Murray River has been more heavily impacted by vegetation clearance, landscaping and
construction, but it still has the potential to contain subsurface archaeological deposits in those areas
of minimal impact. The western bank of the Murray River has been subject to substantially less
disturbance and similarly has the potential to contain Aboriginal archaeological deposits.

4.7.2

Lake Coomaroop, NSW

Lake Coomaroop has been identified as a culturally sensitive area, with the dune systems
surrounding the Lake having the potential to contain Aboriginal archaeological deposits.
Background research has identified a number of sites bordering Lake Coomaroop that were recorded
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. These sites, predominantly oven mounds, were recorded on the
southern and western sides of Lake Coomaroop. The distribution of sites is indicative of the area
surveyed, rather than the full area of potential, with the northern and eastern lake surrounds having
the potential to contain additional sites. This is evidenced by the Coomaroop Lake Ring Tree 1 site
being identified during survey on the northern side of Lake Coomaroop.

4.7.3

Lunette Feature, NSW

The lunette feature has been identified as a culturally sensitive area, with the potential to contain
Aboriginal archaeological deposits. Background research has identified this type of landform as
utilised by past Aboriginal peoples as a resource area. Further, the site card for Tooleybuc (AHIMS
#53-2-0012) referenced the site’s midden material as extending towards the lunette located adjacent
to Lake Coomaroop, on its western side.
The areas of identified archaeological sensitivity have been marked on Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1

Areas of potential Archaeological sensitivity
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4.8

Aboriginal site prediction model

Based on the desktop review (heritage database searches, review of previous surveys/reports and
ethnographic records), a summary description of site types that potentially exist within the study area
was collated, and a predictive statement on the likelihood of finding each site has been provided.

4.8.1

Oven mounds

Oven mounds are circular shaped mounds of earth that were utilised by Aboriginal people to cook
food in. Typically they will contain baked clay and charcoal. Often the mound itself may have been
destroyed, leaving a circular deposit visible at ground level. Multiple oven mounds have already been
identified in close proximity to the study area (refer to Figure 4-1) and it is predicted as likely that
further mounds could be identified.

4.8.2

Middens

Middens are concentrations of shell deposited over varying periods of time by Aboriginal people.
These deposits represent the utilisation of local food resources. Middens can also contain stone tools
along with the shell material. A midden has already been identified in this area and it is predicted as
likely that further shell deposits could be identified.

4.8.3

Modified trees

Wood and bark of trees have been used in the past by Aboriginal peoples for a variety of purposes,
such as carrying implements, shield or canoes. The removal of this raw material from a tree produces
a ‘scar’. The identification of a scar associated with Aboriginal custom as opposed to natural scarring
can be difficult. The scar should be of a certain size and shape to be identifiable with its product; the
tree should also be mature in age, from a time that Aboriginal people were still active in the area.
Aboriginal people also modified trees through carving or binding branches together to form ring
growths, used as markers in the landscape.
The study area has been systematically cleared of much of the native vegetation. It is predicted as
unlikely that a culturally modified tree will be identified in areas of vegetation clearance, but likely that
they may be located in areas where mature vegetation remains extant.

4.8.4

Stone artefact scatters

Stone artefact scatters consist of more than one stone artefact. Activities associated with this site type
include stone tool production, hunting and gathering or domestic sites associated with campsites.
Stone artefacts may be flakes of stone, cores (flakes are removed from the stone cores) or tools.
Some scatters may also contain other material such as charcoal, bone, shell and ochre. It is assessed
as likely artefact scatters may be identified within the study area.

4.8.5

Isolated artefacts

Isolated artefacts refer to a single artefact. These artefacts may have been dropped or discarded by
its owner once it was of no use. This site type can also be indicative of further sub-surface
archaeological deposits. These site types can be found anywhere within the landscape, however, they
are more likely to occur within contexts with the same favourable characteristics for stone artefact
scatter sites. It is expected that there is a high potential for the identification of isolated artefacts in the
study area.

4.8.6

Aboriginal burials

Aboriginal communities strongly associate burial sites with a connection to country and are opposed
to disturbance of burials or their associated sites. General considerations for the presence of burial
sites are the suitability of sub-surface deposits for digging purposes; with soft soil and sand being the
most likely. They are more likely near watercourses or in dunes near old lake beds or near the coast.
Burials are often located near other sites such as oven mounds, shell middens or artefact scatters.
Due to the nature of the landforms present it is considered likely that burials could occur within the
study area.
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5

Archaeological survey results

5.1

Site inspection

A total of 23 transects (15 pedestrian and eight vehicular) were undertaken across the study area
totalling a length of 12.5 kilometres. All publicly accessible land was assessed and private land was
accessed where permission had been obtained.
The site inspection resulted in the identification of one new site (Murray River Scarred Tree 1) and
one potential new site (an Aboriginal mound) in the Victorian section of the study area within the
central and upstream corridors, in addition to one new site (Coomaroop Lake Ring Tree 1) in the
NSW section. Three previously registered sites (AHIMS #52-2-0008, #53-2-0012 & 53-2-0033)
located within and / or having the potential to extend into the study area were also inspected.
Ground Surface Visibility (GSV) varied across the study area, with transects either side of the Murray
River averaging 10 per cent GSV and transects in the north-eastern corner of the study area
averaging about 25 per cent GSV. Areas were inspected with attention to their capacity to contain
Aboriginal archaeological deposits and all mature trees were inspected for signs of modification.
Site cards for the two new sites identified during the inspection are included in Appendix D.
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5.2

Previously identified sites recorded during the site inspection

5.2.1

AHIMS site #53-2-0008 – Tooleybuc Tooleybuc 1

Previously recorded Tooleybuc Tooleybuc 1 (AHIMS #53-2-0008) is an oven mound site. The site
location was estimated based on the description contained on the site card, due to coordinate errors
identified in the AHIMS database. The site was recorded as being located outside, but in close
proximity to the study area. The site was not relocated, due to limited GSV, with vegetation cover in
the general area of the estimated site location reducing the GSV to about zero.

5.2.2

AHIMS site #53-2-0012 – Tooleybuc

Tooleybuc (AHIMS #53-2-0012) is a shell midden site located in the easternmost section of the study
area and containing predominantly freshwater mussel shells. The site comprises a low density
surface expression of shells spread across an area approximately 200 metres by 50 metres on a
shallow sandy rise on the northern banks of Lake Coomaroop. Potential exists for subsurface midden
deposits associated with this site to extend into the study area around the western edge of Lake
Coomaroop (refer to Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2). Areas of the dune system closest to the Mallee
Highway show extensive evidence of impact associated with shell fragments, likely having occurred
when the road was first built. Closer to the lake edges however; the deposits appear to be largely
intact.

Figure 5-1
Tooleybuc midden site facing
south west looking towards Lake Coomaroop
(AHIMS #53-2-0012)
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Figure 5-2
Detail of shell scatter on surface at
Tooleybuc (AHIMS #53-2-0012)
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5.2.3

AHIMS site #53-2-0033 – Tooleybuc

Tooleybuc (AHIMS #53-2-0033) is a previously registered single scarred River Red Gum Tree
(Eucalyptus camaldulensis). The scarred tree was ground-truthed and was verified to be outside the
study area.
The scar is approximately 108 centimetres by 18 centimetres, 71 centimetres from the ground and
symmetrical in appearance (refer to Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4). Extensive regrowth of up to
31centimetres was observed with the scar recorded in 1978 as being 139 centimetres x 26
centimetres and 97 centimetres from the ground. The scar and tree are both in good condition with no
obvious damage to either. No axe marks were noted.

Figure 5-3
Scarred Tree

Tooleybuc.

(AHIMS

#53-2-0033)
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Figure 5-4
Scarred Tree

Tooleybuc.

(AHIMS

#53-2-0033)
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5.3

Newly identified sites recorded during the site inspection

5.3.1

Coomaroop Lake Ring Tree 1 – AHIMS site #53-2-0166

A ring tree was identified outside of the study area’s north-eastern corner. Ring trees are trees where
branches have been tied together and fuse into rings, possibly used as markers to tribal boundaries
or to significant sites. The newly identified ring tree site was located within the bounds of the
previously recorded midden site Tooleybuc (AHIMS #53-2-0012).
The tree is now dead and shows extensive damage resulting from both exposure to fire and animals.
It is likely a River Red Gum Tree (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), although identification was difficult to
determine due to the damage suffered by the tree (refer to Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6).
It was noted that areas of the dune system closest to the highway show extensive evidence of impact,
likely when the road was first built, however the dune is relatively undisturbed between the ring tree
and Lake Coomaroop to the south.
The ring component of the tree was approximately 85 centimetres by 40 centimetres, located 251
centimetres from ground level. The girth of the tree was 516 centimetres.

Figure 5-5

Coomaroop Lake Ring Tree 1
(AHIMS #53-2-0166)
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Figure 5-6
Coomaroop Lake Ring Tree 1
(AHIMS #53-2-0166)
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5.3.2

Murray River Scarred Tree 1 (VAHR # to be confirmed)

The scarred tree is located on the western bank of the Murray River south of the Tooleybuc Bridge in
a public park area on the foreshore of the Murray River.
During the 2013 inspection, a fenced bridge maintenance depot was taking up part of the park area
and the park's foreshore section with wooden picnic tables had become overgrown by vegetation. On
display in the park, directly to the north of the scarred tree, was a historic 'Marshall Sons & Co London
& Gainsborough' portable traction engine. The scarred tree is on the Murray River bank directly
opposite the town of Tooleybuc.
The scar is approximately 306 centimetres x 68 centimetres, 81 centimetres from the ground and
symmetrical in appearance. This scarred tree had been damaged by a historic boat mooring cross
that was embedded in a concrete slab at the base of the tree and attached to the scarred face of the
trunk by metal bolts (refer to Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8). The tree itself was dead, with the scar facing
south. The tree was located approximately three metres from the edge of the Murray River.

Figure 5-7

Murray River Scarred Tree 1
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Figure 5-8

Murray River Scarred Tree 1
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5.3.3

Potential Aboriginal mound

During the 2014 inspection, an area of dark humic soil was noted in the course of the Burra Creek
channel west of the Murray River and north of Tooleybuc Road. Fragments of burnt clay were noted
in a cutting made by the Creek. No lithic or animal remains were noted in association with the humic
soil and its location within an established creek channel suggests that it might not be in situ. Details of
this area were noted for further investigation should the associated road works impact this area.

5.3.4

Burnt clay fragments

A number of burnt clay fragments were noted during the 2014 site inspection on the Victorian side of
the border. While burnt clay is normally associated with the presence of hearths and Aboriginal
mounds in this section of the Murray River, many of these clay fragments were identified as isolated
surface finds suggesting that they were not in situ and may have been redeposited due to flood
events or farming activities (ploughing and/or clearing of trees). As the provenance of these items
could not be ascertained, it was decided through consultation with Aboriginal representatives from
both NSW and Victoria that the application of a 200 metre cultural sensitivity buffer around the Murray
River would assist in capturing in situ archaeological sites that might be present within these areas.
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6

Summary of constraints

Based on the predictive modelling developed during the desktop review, cultural information provided
during consultation and the findings of the site inspection, all three corridor options were assessed for
potential constraints to the proposal (refer to Table 6-1).
All three proposal corridors have the potential to impact on Aboriginal archaeological sites identified
during the site inspection (refer to Figure 5-1). Sections of all three proposal corridors are also
located in areas considered as being of cultural heritage sensitivity (refer to Figure 4-2). These
include the banks of the Murray River and associated channels out to a distance of 200 metres in
NSW and Victoria, a lunette feature east of the Murray River in NSW and the banks of Lake
Coomaroop in NSW.
Of the identified Aboriginal archaeological sites, the Murray River Scarred Tree 1 is located in both
the Central and Downstream Corridor options. The potential Aboriginal Mound site is also located in
the Downstream Corridor option. In addition to these, all corridor options at the eastern extent of the
study area are located immediately adjacent to AHIMS registered site #53-2-0008 (refer to Table 6-1).
While the Upstream Corridor at present contains no previously registered Aboriginal archaeological
sites, the likelihood of sub-surface deposits being present in identified areas of cultural sensitivity in
any of the corridors is the same.
Table 6-1

Proposal
corridor
Central
corridor
Upstream
corridor

Summary of constraints for each proposal corridor

Potentially impacted areas
of cultural sensitivity
• Murray
River
and
channels
(NSW
and
Victoria).
• Lunette feature (NSW).
• Lake Coomaroop (NSW)

Downstream
corridor
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Identified Aboriginal archaeological sites within
the proposal corridor
• Murray River Scarred Tree 1 (Victoria).
• Eastern edge of corridor adjacent to AHIMS site
#53-2-0008.
• No previously registered Aboriginal archaeological
sites identified within the corridor.
• Eastern edge of corridor is adjacent to AHIMS
#53-2-0008
• Murray River Scarred Tree 1 (Victoria).
• Potential Aboriginal mound identified in Burra
Creek.
• Eastern edge of corridor adjacent to AHIMS #532-0008
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7

Key findings and recommendations

7.1

Key findings

The analysis of Aboriginal cultural heritage for the proposal identified the following items of known and
potential Aboriginal heritage significance within the three proposal corridors:
•

One scarred tree. Located within the central and upstream proposal corridors, adjacent to the
Murray River on the Victorian side of the study area.

•

Midden site #52-2-0012, While identified as being located within the study area but outside of
the three proposal corridors, it may extend into the three proposal corridors as subsurface
deposits.

•

A potential mound site. Located north of Tooleybuc Road in the Victorian section of the study
area on private land adjacent to the road reserve.

•

Three areas of potential archaeological sensitivity:
- The banks of the Murray River, up to 200 metres on either side.
- The banks of Lake Coomaroop, NSW.
-

7.2

The area surrounding and including the lunette landform system in NSW.

Recommendations

Based on the above findings, the following recommendations have been made:
•

Further route options assessment, concept design and environmental assessments should take
into consideration the previously identified archaeological sites located within and in close
proximity to the three proposal corridors and proactively avoid impact to these sites where
possible.

•

Areas identified as being of potential archaeological sensitivity should be avoided where
possible.

•

Where impacts to areas of potential archaeological sensitivity cannot be avoided, a program of
subsurface testing should be undertaken to determine either the presence or absence of
Aboriginal archaeological material and the nature and extent of deposits.

•

The full extent of the preferred proposal corridor in NSW should be subject to a Stage 3
assessment under the Roads and Maritime PACHCI process once the proposal footprint has
been established.

•

The full extent of the preferred proposal corridor in Victoria should be subject to an assessment
and the preparation of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) in accordance with the
prescribed standards and in compliance with the regulations, as required under the provisions
of Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006, once the footprint of the proposal has been established.

It is considered likely that the proposal would impact on items and / or places of Aboriginal cultural
heritage significance. It is therefore recommended that the concept design and environmental
assessment phase of the proposal include formal consultation and preparation of an Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) in accordance with the Stage 3 PACHCI (Roads and
Maritime, 2011) requirements.
Likewise, in Victoria, the proposal would not be considered a low impact activity and would occur in
an area of cultural heritage sensitivity that does not have significant levels of disturbance as defined
by the Aboriginal Heritage Regulations (2007). Therefore it is recommended that a CHMP be
prepared. VicRoads submitted a notice of intent to prepare a CHMP for the purposes of the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 2006 on 22 November 2013. As no Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) has been
approved to date for the Activity Area, the CHMP for the proposal would be assessed by Aboriginal
Affairs Victoria unless a RAP appointment is made.
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7.3

Potential testing methodology

As sections of all three proposal corridors are located within areas of high archaeological sensitivity, it
is recommended that the preferred proposal corridor be subject to archaeological subsurface testing
prior to the commencement of ground disturbance works. Any testing that is undertaken would be in
accordance with the appropriate NSW / Victorian legislative requirements.

7.4

NSW Aboriginal heritage requirements

It is recommended that the Stage 3 Roads and Maritime procedure for Aboriginal cultural heritage
consultation and investigation be undertaken for the preferred proposal corridor (Roads and Maritime,
2011:31-41). The following steps are to be undertaken as part of this process:
1.

Undertake a program of consultation with Indigenous stakeholders in accordance with the
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation requirements for proponents (OEH, 2010) and Roads
and Maritime’s PACHCI. Consultation would include but not be limited to the following:
•

Registration of Aboriginal Parties for inclusion in the consultation process.

•

Aboriginal Focus Groups (AFGs) meetings as per the PACHI process.

•

Identification of Aboriginal site officers.

•

Preparation of the archaeological testing methodology in accordance with OEH’s Code of
Practice for Archaeological Investigation for Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales (NSW
Department of Environment Climate Change & Water, 2010).

2.

Test excavation in areas of identified cultural heritage sensitivity.

3.

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR).

7.5

Victorian Aboriginal heritage requirements

A CHMP must be developed for the Victorian section of the Activity Area; defined by the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Regulations (2007) as being the area or areas to be used or developed for an
activity. This entails the following steps:
1.

Identification of an Activity Area.

2.

Submission of a notice of intent to prepare a CHMP to the Secretary of the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (AAV).

3.

Identification of the appropriate Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP). Should no RAPs be identified
for the Activity Area, consultation should be undertaken with RAP Applicants; representative
Aboriginal bodies and/or native title holders.

4.

Undertake a Complex Cultural Heritage Assessment in accordance with the Guide to preparing a
Cultural Heritage Management Plan.

5.

Based on the findings of the Complex Assessment and in consultation with identified
stakeholders, prepare a CHMP for the proposed works.

6.

Evaluation of CHMP by AAV or an appointed RAP if approved during the assessment (30 day
approval process).

A notice of intent to prepare a CHMP for the purposes of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 was
submitted to Aboriginal Affairs Victoria by VicRoads for the proposal on 22 November 2013.
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Appendix A
Aboriginal stakeholder cultural heritage survey
report: NSW Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal
Land Council
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TOOLEYBUC BRIDGE
(REPLACEMENT)
Aboriginal stakeholder cultural
heritage survey report
STAGE 2 – ROADS AND MARITIME SERVICES PROCEDURE FOR
ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE CONSULTATION AND
INVESTIGATION (RESOURCE 7)
AUGUST 2013

Aboriginal stakeholder cultural heritage survey report
1. Purpose of this assessment
This assessment forms part of the Stage 2 assessment of the Roads and Maritime Services
(RMS) Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation. Its purpose
is to determine whether any features of Aboriginal cultural significance occur within the study
area for this project, and whether they would be affected by the project. This assessment will
be used to assist the RMS in determining whether further assessment and consultation is
required for this project.

2. Project details:
a) Project title:
Tooleybuc bridge (replacement)
b) Location of study area:
Tooleybuc bridge replacement study area
c) Name of Aboriginal site officer(s) completing this assessment:
Vanessa Clarke & Shorn Moore
d) Name of Aboriginal organisation(s) represented by this survey:
Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Lands Council
e) Name of site officer(s) who undertook site survey:
Vanessa Clarke & Shorn Moore
f)

Date of survey:
29 August 2013

2

3. Methodology:
a)

Approximately how much of the total project area was surveyed (eg 10%-100%) and
why? (Eg Certain areas were heavily disturbed, properties were inaccessible, ground
visibility was poor, difficult weather conditions, etc.)

Approximately 10% of the total project area was surveyed. Certain areas were heavily
disturbed during the construction of the old bridge roads leading to and from the old bridge
and the construction of levy banks.
b)

How was the survey undertaken? (Eg On foot, by car, individually, in groups, other? If
other people were involved in the survey, please provide their names and name of their
organisation, if relevant)

The survey was undertaken on foot individually, in groups at some stages.
Other people that were involved in the survey.
Andrew Whitten
Luke Kirkwood
Dr Darren Jordan
Vanessa Clarke
Shorn Moore
Debbie Green

Roads and Maritime
AECOM
AECOM
Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council
Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council
Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council CEO

3

4. Results:
a) Please provide a description of the area surveyed. Include a description of the total area
covered, landforms, built areas, etc. Where appropriate, survey areas should be identified
on a map/plan.

Surveyed town Tooleybuc Bridge.
In and around the bridge the area had private properties without access.
Areas mapped out in red have been covered. Dots indicate locations of Scarred trees.
b) Were any of the following features identified during the survey? (Please tick as required)

stone tools or flakes

hearths

shell middens

scarred trees

shelters

art sites

bora circles

significant spiritual or social areas

totems

significant cultural landscape features

other – please state:
If any of the above items were ticked, please provide a description including the location,
quantity, size, condition and significance of the feature, if known. Where considered
appropriate, this information should be identified on a map/plan).

4

Scarred Trees
Two scarred trees were identified within the survey area one on the Victorian side and the
other was on the NSW side. Scarred tree 1 has had large planks of wood attached to it. It is
believed used for mooring Paddle steamers.

Scarred Tree 1

5

Scarred Tree 2

Ring Tree
Ring Tree

A Ring Tree was located just
beyond the Tooleybuc Township,
still within the Survey Area. Some
Aboriginals believe that ring trees
were used for the marking of
boarders.

6

a) Is it likely that any of the above features may be present in the study area, despite not
being positively identified during the survey? No. Yes. (If yes, where are they
considered likely to occur?)
Yes most of the area is heavily disturbed with top layers removed. Due to the close proximity
to the river this area would have had a large roaming population. Some areas are sand and
as works progress would require further investigation. The areas around the lake have not
been checked.
b) If known, please provide a description of the natural resources used by Aboriginal people
that are, or would have been, available within the study area. Please describe the
significance of these resources to past and present Aboriginal communities.
Community would have used the river as a food source, cut canoes from the trees and used
native plants for both food and medicine. They would have made tools from the land and
canoes from the trees. We need to protect these for our future as our past has been lost what
we do have evidently left we need to protect and nurture our culture.

7

c) Please provide a description of past disturbances to the study area, if known, and how
this may have affected Aboriginal cultural heritage features.
Large areas of the survey site have been damaged with the construction of the original
bridge. The pushing up of land to construct the roads and levy banks have masked the
normal signs that would be evident.
Scarred tree has had a mooring point for paddle steamers attached to it, and a concrete slab
laid beneath it. Photo’s attached.
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5. Conclusion:
Is the project likely to affect any significant known or potential Aboriginal cultural
heritage features as identified by the survey?
No.
Yes. (If yes, please describe the features and how they would be affected).

This would depend on were the new bridge is to be located, this is a sensitive
area.

9

This assessment has been completed by:

Name:

Position title:

Vanessa Clarke
Provide name

Provide signature

Site Worker
Provide title

Organisation name: Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council
Provide name of Aboriginal organisation

On the following date:

29.08.2013
Insert date
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Appendix B
Aboriginal stakeholder cultural heritage survey
report: Victorian Wadi Wadi Aboriginal Corporation
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Consultation for Victoria was undertaken with the Victorian Wadi Wadi Aboriginal Corporation
(WWAC) as the nominated representative as there is no formal RAP for this area. At the time of
writing, the Wadi Wadi representatives were in the process of preparing a report assessing the
cultural heritage values of the Victorian side of the study area following the one day targeted
inspection.
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Appendix C
AHIMS search results
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Site ID
53-2-0008
53-2-0009
53-2-0010
53-2-0011
53-2-0012
53-2-0014
53-2-0016
53-2-0017
53-2-0018
53-2-0019
53-2-0020
53-2-0021
53-2-0022
53-2-0023
53-2-0025
53-2-0026
53-2-0027
53-2-0028
53-2-0029
53-2-0030
53-2-0033
53-2-0034
53-2-0035
53-2-0043
53-2-0044
53-2-0045
53-2-0048
53-2-0049
53-2-0050
53-2-0013
53-2-0153
53-2-0046
53-2-0047

Site name
Tooleybuc Tooleybuc 1
Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 15
Tooleybuc Tooleybuc 8
Tooleybuc Tooleybuc 7
Tooleybuc
Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 14
Lake Coomeroop
Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 8
Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 5
Lake Coomaroop
Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 4
Lake Coomeroop 2
Lake Coomeroop 1
Lake Coomaroop;Lake Coomaroop 16;
Lake Coomaroop.
Tooleybuc 9
Tooleybuc 5
Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 20
Lake Coomaroop.
Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 25
Tooleybuc.
Lake Coomaroop Lake Coomaroop 13
Lake Coomaroop 23
Tooleybuc Minnie Bend
Murray River Tooleybuc
Lake Coomaroop 20
Tooleybuc 4;
Lake CoomaroopLake Coomaroop:
Lake Coomeroop
TOOLEYBUC BURIAL NO1
Lake Coomaroop 21
Lake Coomaroop 13

Datum Zone
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54
AGD
54

Context
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site
Open site

Site status Primary contact
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Gerry Saals
Valid
Valid

Site features
Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Modified Tree (Carved or Scarred) : Earth Mound : -; Shell : -; Artefact : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Modified Tree (Carved or Scarred) : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Modified Tree (Carved or Scarred) : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Burial : 1; Shell : 1
Earth Mound : -; Hearth : Earth Mound : -; Hearth : -

Site types
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Scarred Tree
Midden
Mound (Oven)
Scarred Tree
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Scarred Tree
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)
Mound (Oven)

Corrected SiteRecorders
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Scarred Tree ASRSYS
Midden
ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Scarred Tree ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Scarred Tree ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Earth Mound ASRSYS
Burial
Mr.Lawrence Clarke
Mound (Oven) Earth Mound ASRSYS
Mound (Oven) Earth Mound ASRSYS

Reports Permits Longitude
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051

Latitude
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Archaeological Report Documents
Archaeological
Report Number

Archaeological
Report Type

3730 Survey
1794 Survey

Archaeological Report Title

INDIGENOUS HERITAGE ASSESSMENT REPLACEMENT OF
WATER METERS ON PRIVATE DIVERSION PUMPS ALONG THE
EDMONDS, V
MURRAY RIVER BETWEEN WOOD WOOD AND RED CLIFFS,
NYAH STATE FOREST: AN ABORIGINAL HERITAGE ASSESSMENT
CUSACK, J.
OF THREE PROPOSED FORESTRY COUPES

WATER MANAGEMENT OPTIONS FOR THE RIVER MURRAY4009 Desktop or Paper or D
NYAH TO ROBINVALE STAGE 2
3619 Survey

PROPOSED ALMOND INVESTMENTS PUMPING STATION, WOOD
WOOD: CULTURAL HERITAGE ASSESSMENT

A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF ABORIGINAL MOUNDS IN
195 Test Excavation and S
NORTH-WESTERN VICTORIA
1916 Survey

Archaeological
Report Author

ABORIGINAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS NEAR
WOORINEN SOUTH, NORTHWEST VICTORIA

Archaeological
Report Status

Archaeological
Report Year

Document Name

Published

2006 rep3730.pdf

Published

2000 REP1794.pdf

ECOLOGICAL ASSO Published

2007 rep4009.pdf

CUPPER, M

2006 rep3619.pdf

Published

COUTTS, P.J.F., HENPublished

1979 rep195.pdf

CLARK.N

2000 REP1916.pdf

Published

AN ASSESSMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL ABORIGINAL SITES IN
630 Desktop or Paper or D
THE NORTHWEST OF VICTORIA

LUEBBERS, R. & ELLPublished

1991 rep630.pdf

VICTORIAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY ACTIVITIES REPORT
399 Desktop or Paper or D
1977/78

COUTTS, P.J.F.

Published

1978 rep399.pdf

JEANETTE HOPE

Published

2008 rep10410.pdf

10410 CHMP Complex AssePIANGIL PIPELINE, PIANGIL, MURRAY RIVER

SWAN HILL DISTRICT TELSTRA OFC ROUTES (NORTHWEST
MCNIVEN, I.
Published
VICTORIA): STAGE II ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY & ROUTE A
TIMBER HARVESTING COUPES (2001-2004)- A SITE PROTECTION
2191 Desktop or Paper or DPROGRAMME FOR REGISTERED ABORIGINAL
SCHELL, P. & LIGHT Published
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES
996 Survey

1996 rep996.pdf
2002 REP2191.pdf

1185 Survey

WOORINEN - NYAH PIPELINE

GUNN, R.

Published

1997 rep1185.pdf

1341 Survey

PIANGIL WATER-MAIN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY

GUNN, R.

Published

1998 REP1341.pdf

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE TYRRELL & LALBERT
DRAINAGE SYSTEM
VICTORIAN HONORARY CORRESPONDENT SUPPLY DEPOTS A
1489 Desktop or Paper or DPRELIMINARY HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATION
AN ARCH SURVEY OF PROPOSED NO.1 PIPELINE NYAH AND
1205 Survey
WOORINEN PUMPING STATION AND RISING MAIN,SWAN HIL

1126 Survey

REPORT ON THE INVESTIGATION OF THE NATIVE BURYING
1209 Site Specific Investiga

EDMONDS, V., LONGPublished

1997 REP1126.PDF

LONG, A. & CLARK, IPublished

1999 REP1489.pdf

EDMONDS, V.

Published

1998 rep1205.pdf

FRESLOV J

Published

1997 rep1209 pdf

1209 Site Specific Investiga
GROUND AT THE NYAH SCHOOL SITE

FRESLOV,J.

Published

AN INDIGENOUS HERITAGE ASSESSMENT OF THE WOORINEN
EDMONDS, V.
Published
IRRIGATION AREA NEAR SWAN HILL, NORTHWEST VICTORIA
PROPOSED TYNTYNDER FLATS LEVEE UPGRADE: PRELIMINARY
1828 Desktop or Paper or DINVESTIGATION OF FLORA, FAUNA AND HERITAGE VALUES.
QUIN, I., SMITH, L., MPublished
DRAFT REPORT.
REPORT ON THE ANALYSIS OF MISCELLANEOUS SAMPLES
MCCONNELL, A.
Published
185 Desktop or Paper or D
FROM DRY PLAIN AND LAKE BOLAC

1749 Survey

1997 rep1209.pdf
2000 REP1749.pdf
1999 REP1828.pdf
1980 rep185.pdf

263 Survey

THE KERANG LAKES ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY, STAGE 1

ROSS, B.F.

Published

1989 rep263.pdf

188 Test Excavation

ABORIGINAL PREHISTORY IN NORTH WESTERN VICTORIA

COUTTS, P.J.F.

Published

1977 rep188.pdf

ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE AVOCA RIVER BASIN: A BACKGROUND
860 Desktop or Paper or D
STUDY

VAN WAARDEN, N. Published

1995 rep860.pdf

PREHISTORIC ABORIGINAL CEMETERIES OF THE RIVER
987 Desktop or Paper or D
MURRAY: A REPORT ON THE STUDY OF BURIAL LOCATIONS IN

PARDOE, C.

Published

1988 rep987.pdf

VICTORIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
404 Desktop or Paper or D
1978-9

COUTTS, P.J.F.

Published

1980 rep404.pdf

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN ABORIGINAL AND NATURAL
MOUNDS IN THE MURRAY VALLEY

SULLIVAN, M.E. & BUPublished

1980 rep406.pdf

3691 Survey

MEMEGEZZO'S ALMOND PROJECT

EDMONDS, V

Published

2006 rep3691.pdf

1150 Survey

KERANG LAKES ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY STAGE II.

HAMM, G.

Published

1997 rep1150.pdf

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY OF ABORIGINAL MOUNDS IN THE
NYAH FOREST, WOOD WOOD

ELLIOT, P.J.

Published

1980 rep407.pdf

1172 Survey

NYAH-NYAH WEST PIPELINE: ABORIGINAL SITE SURVEY

GUNN, R.

Published

1997 rep1172.pdf

1196 Survey

TWO SUPPLEMENTARY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEYS NEAR
NYAH

GUNN, R.

Published

1997 rep1196.pdf

GILDING, J

Published

2009 rep10925.pdf

406 Practice Guide

407 Survey

10925 CHMP Standard AsseBEVERFORD BOAT RAMP, BEVERFORD, VICTORIA
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Aboriginal Site Recording Form
AHIMS Registrar
PO Box 1967, Hurstville NSW 2220
Office Use Only

Site Number
Date received

Date catalogued

Date entered into system

Entered by (I.D.)

Information Access
Gender/male

Gender/female

No access

General restriction

Location restriction

Office Use
Only

For Further Information Contact:
Nominated Trustee
Title

Initials

First Name

Surname

Client on
system

Organisation
Address
Fax

Phone number
Knowledge Holder
Title
G r

Organisation W a m b a
Address

P O

D e b b

W a m b a

B o x

Initials
D G

First Name

Surname
e e n

1 6 5

i e

Client on
system

L A L C
S w a n

H i

l

l

3 5 8 5

Fax

Phone number

Aboriginal Heritage Unit or Cultural Heritage Division Contacts

Geographic Location
Site Name L a k e

C o o m e r o o p

Easting

R i n g

T r e e

AGD/GDA GDA

Northing

Mapsheet T o o

1

l e y b u c

7 5 2 7 - N

Location Method Non-Differential GPS

Zone 54

Other Registration

Primary Recorder
Title
D r
Organisation
Address
Phone number

J o r

A E C O M
P O

B o x

A u s

D a r
t

r a

Q 4 1 0

6 1 2 8 9 3 4 0 8 2 1

Date recorded 29/08/2013

Initials
D J

First Name

Surname
d a n
l

i a

r a n
P t

S y d n e y
Fax

y

L t
N S W

d
1 2 3 0

6 1 2 8 9 3 4 0 0 0 1

Client on
system

page 2

NPWS Aboriginal Site Recording Form - Site Information
OPEN/CLOSE SITE

Open Site

Site Context
Landform

Landform Unit

Mountainous

Beach

Tidal Flat

Upper slope

Stream bank

Plain

Coastal rock platform

Cliff

Plain

Stream channel

Crest

Ridge

Swamp

Intertidal flat

Flat

Tor

Terrace

Lagoon

Lower slope

Valley flat

Terrace flat

Tidal Creek

Mid slope

Levy

✔ Dune

Rolling hills
Steep hills

✔ Undulating plain
Slope
0

degrees
Land use

Vegetation

Distance to permanent water source

2 ,02 0

metres

Established urban

Distance to temporary water source

100

metres

Farming-intensive

Name of nearest permanent water source Murray River

Conservation

Closed forest
Grasslands

✔ Isolated clumps of trees

Water

Open forest

Farming-low intensity Name of nearest temporary water

Open woodland

Forestry

Scrub

Industrial

Woodland

Mining

✔ Cleared

Pastoral/grazing

Lake Coomeroop

Directions for Relocation
The ring tree is located adjacent to the Mallee Highway to
the east of Tooleybuc. It is approximately 1.86 kilometres
east along the Mallee Highway from the intersection of the

Revegetated

Recreation

highway and Murray Street in Tooleybuc. It is on the

N/A

Semi-rural

southern side of the Mallee Highway, opposite the

Service corridor

Tooleybuc Cemetery.

✔ Transport corridor
Urban expansion

Site Location Map

Residential
Current Land Tenure
National Park / other Government
✔ Public
Dept.
Private
Primary report

I.D.

(I.D. Office Use only)

AECOM Australia Pty Ltd. 2013. Atage 2 Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Assessment Tooleybuc Bridge,
Tooleybuc, Victoria. Report prepared for RMS/VicRoads

N

page 3

NPWS Aboriginal Site Recording Form - Site Information
General Site Information

Features

Closed Site

Open Site

1. Aboriginal Ceremony & Dreaming

Shelter/Cave Formation Rock Surface Condition

Site Orientation

2. Aboriginal Resource & Gathering

Boulder

Boulder

N-S

3. Art

Wind erosion

Sandstone platform

NE-SW

4. Artefact

Water erosion

Silica gloss

E-W

5. Burial

Rock collapse

Tessellated

SE-NW

6. Ceremonial Ring

Weathered

✔ N/A

7. Conflict

Other platform
Condition of Ceiling

8. Earth Mound
9. Fish Trap

Shelter Aspect

Boulder

North

10. Grinding Groove

Sandstone platform

North East

11. Habitation Structure

Silica gloss

East

12. Hearth

Tessellated

South East

13. Non Human Bone & Organic Material

Weathered

South

14. Ochre quarry

Other platform

South West

15. Potential Archaeological Deposit

West

16. Stone Quarry

North West

17. Shell
18. Stone Arrangement

✔ 19. Modified Tree
20. Water Hole

Site Plan
NW

Indicate scale, boundaries of site, features
N

NE

Site Dimensions
Closed Site Dimensions (m)
Internal length
Internal width
Shelter height

N
E

W

Shelter floor area
Open Site Dimensions (m)
Total length of visible site
Average width of visible site
Estimated area of visible site
Length of assessed site area

SW

S

SE

NPWS Aboriginal Site Recording Form - Site Interpretation and Community Statement

page 4

Aboriginal Community Interpretation and Management Recommendations
A Ring Tree was located just beyond the Tooleybuc township, still within the Survey Area. Some Aboriginals believe
that ring trees were used for the marking of borders. Community would have used the river as a food source, cut
canoes from the trees and used native plants for both food and medicine. They would have made tools from the land
and canoes from the trees. We need to protect these for our future as our past has been lost what we do have evidently
left we need to protect and nurture our culture.

Preliminary Site Assessment
Site Cultural & Scientific Analysis and Preliminary Management Recommendations
A Ring Tree was identified adjacent to the Mallee highway (on its north side) and Lake Coomeroop (on its south side). The
tree was dead, located adjacent to visible surface expressions of shell material previously recorded as midden site
53-2-0012. The ring size was 85 cm by 40 cm, located 251 cm from ground level. The girth of the tree was 516 cm. The
tree was located on a dune system which was heavily disturbed between it and the nearby Mallee Highway to the north, but
relatively undisturbed between the tree and Lake Coomeroop to the south. Rings trees are trees where branches have
been tied together and fuse into rings and typically are thought to be markers to tribal boundaries/significant sites. They are
highly significant and rare sites.

This section should only be filled in by the Endorsees

Endorsed by:

Nominated Trustee

Knowledge Holder
Title

First Name

Surname

Organisation
Address
Fax

Phone number

Attachments (No.)
A4 location map
B/W photographs
Colour photographs
Slides
Aerial photographs
Site plans, drawings
Recording tables
Other
Feature inserts-No.

Comments

Native Title Holder

Community Consensus
Initials

NPWS FEATURE RECORDING FORM - MODIFIED TREE
Site Name Lake Coomeroop Ring Tree 1

Site I.D.
First recorded date 29/08/2013
No. of instances

page 3

Importance Cannot be presently determined

Aboriginal Information
Recorded? Yes

1

Recorded by Dr Darran Jordan

Feature description

Easting
Condition

No. of scars 0

Northing
Recommended Action

✔ Weathered

No. of carved panels 0

Ringbarked

✔ Fire damage

Feature Condition
Very good

Vehicle damage

✔ Poor

Tree health assessment

Closure to public

Track closure/re-routing

Continued inspection

Additional recording

Expert assessment

✔ Insects/termites

Good

Fencing

Fire hazard reduction

Rot

Insect removal

✔ Limb fall

Meeting with land manager

Stock damage

Rubbish removal
Signage

Feature environment

(Complete when feature environment differs to site environment, use attributes from cover card, page 2)

Land form

Water

Land form unit

Distance to permanent water source

metres

Slope

Distance to temporary water source

metres

Vegetation

Name of nearest permanent water source

Land use

Name of nearest temporary water

Scar/Carved Panel Drawing

Feature Location Plan
N

NW

NE

N
E

W

SW

Indicate scale

S

SE
Attach additional drawings

1

Red Gum

Species

L iving Status
Dead
Alive
Dying

Dead

Living Status
Regrowth Length of Width of
Scar
Scar

Tree Status
Regrowth
Standing
Yes
Lying down
No
Partially felled
Subject to salinity
Not in situ

Standing

Tree Status

Depth

Height
Above
Ground

The ring tree's ring size was 85 cm by 40 cm, located 251 cm from ground level. The girth of the tree was 516 cm.

Comments:

Type

Type of Tree Tree Species
Carved Tree
Eucalypt
Scarred Tree Red Gum
Carved/Scarred Angotha
Tree

29/8/201

Instance Recording
Date
No.

NPWS FEATURE RECORDING TABLE - MODIFIED TREE
No. of
Scars

No. of
Carved
Panels
Carving
Type

Orientation

Axe
Marks

Oval
Linear
Rectangular Geometric
Square
Pictorial
Round
Other

Metal
North East
Stone
East
Indeterminate South East
South
South West
West
North West
North

Scar Shape Carving Type Axe Marks Orientation

Shape

page 2
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Process List
Project Name:

Tooleybuc Bridge

Project Location:

Tooleybuc, NSW/Piangil, Victoria

Date:

30-Sep-2013

Question 1
Question 2
Question 3
Question 4

Answer:

QUESTION
Is the proposed activity , or all the proposed activities, exempt?
Are you undertaking a High Impact Activity as listed in the Aboriginal
Heritage Regulations?
Does your activity include significant ground disturbance?
Does your activity area include areas of a registered cultural
heritage place (regardless of significant ground disturbance) or
cultural heritage sensitivity that have not previously been subject to
significant ground disturbance?
ON THE BASIS OF THE ANSWERS YOU HAVE ENTERED
YOU ARE REQUIRED BY THE REGULATIONS TO PREPARE A
CULTURAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN
FOR THIS PROJECT

ANSWER
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

